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The electric dipole moment (EDM) of the top quark is calculated in a model with a vector like multiplet
which mixes with the third generation in an extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model. Such
mixings allow for new CP violating phases. Including these new CP phases, the EDM of the top in this class
of models is computed. The top EDM arises from loops involving the exchange of the W, the Z as well as
from the exchange involving the charginos, the neutralinos, the gluino, and the vector like multiplet and their
superpartners. The analysis of the EDM of the top is more complicated than for the light quarks because the
mass of the external fermion, in this case the top quark mass cannot be ignored relative to the masses inside
the loops. A numerical analysis is presented and it is shown that the top EDM could be close to 1019 ecm
consistent with the current limits on the EDM of the electron, the neutron and on atomic EDMs. A top EDM
of size 1019 ecm could be accessible in collider experiments such as the International Linear Collider.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.82.055001

PACS numbers: 13.40.Em, 11.30.Er, 14.65.Ha

I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard model the electric dipole moment (EDM)
of the top quark is rather small typically less than
1030 ecm [1,2]1 In this work we carry out an analysis
similar to that of [3] (see also [4]) for the EDM of the top
quark arising from the mixing of the third generation with a
vector like generation. (For a recent review on CP violation
and on EDMs see [5]). Thus, vector like combinations are
predicted in many unified models of particle interactions
[6,7] and their implications have been explored in many
works [8–17]. Such vector like combinations could lie in
the TeV region and be consistent with the current precision
electroweak data. In this work we allow for the possibility
that there could be a small mixing of these vector like
combinations with the sequential generations. The implications of such mixings for the neutrino magnetic moment
and for the anomalous magnetic moment of the  were
investigated in [4] and for the EDM of the  and  in [3].
In this analysis we focus on the quark sector of the vector
like multiplets. To simplify the analysis, we will assume
that the mixings of the vector like multiplets occurs only
with the third generation since such mixings are consistent
with the current experimental constraints [18]. The masses
of the vector multiplets could lie in a large mass range, i.e.,
from the current lower limits given by the LEP experiment
and by the Tevatron up to a masses lying in the several TeV
mass range. Mixings with the vector like generations bring
in new phases which are not constrained by the current
experimental limits on the EDM of the electron, of the
*tarek@lepton.neu.edu
†
nath@lepton.neu.edu
1
The analysis of [1] gives the EDM of the electron while the
EDM of the top is obtained by scaling the electron EDM as
pointed out by Soni and Xu in [2].
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neutron and of atomic EDMs. Further details of the vector
like models can be found in [4] and in the other references
mentioned therein and above.
If vector like multiplets exist and mix with the third
generation, they can affect the CP phenomena in the third
generation because of the new sources of CP violation
arising from mixing with the new sector. The top physics
is of course a well known laboratory for the study of CP
violating phenomenona ** [19–24].** Specifically the
sensitivity of these phenomena to the top EDM has been
investigated in a variety of theoretical models [2,25–29].
Further, a number of analyses show that in eþ e ! tt and
in  ! tt processes the EDM of the top can be measured
with great sensitivity [22,30–32], i.e., with sensitivity up to
1019 ecm or even better. With this in mind we investigate
here the top EDM in an extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) with vector like multiplets. A mixing of the vector like multiplet with the
sequential generations and specifically the third generation
bring in new sources of CP violation which contribute to
the top EDM and can generate a top EDM as large as
1019 ecm well within reach of the sensitivity of the
collider experiments.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II
we give an analysis of the EDM of the top allowing for
mixing between the vector like combination and the third
generation quarks. The EDM of the top arises from loops
involving the exchange of the W, of the Z as well as from
exchanges involving the charginos, the neutralinos, the
gluino as well as exchanges involving the vector like multiplets and their superpartners. We note that the analysis of
the top EDM is more complicated relative to EDM of the
light quarks and of the light leptons (see e.g., [33]) because
we cannot ignore the mass of the external fermion (i.e., of
the top quark in this case) compared to the masses that run
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inside the loops. So the form factors that enter the analysis
of the top EDM are more complicated relative to the form
factors that enter the EDM of the light quarks, since for the
case of the top the loop integrals are functions of more than
just one mass ratio. A numerical analysis of the size of the
EDM of the top is given in Sec. III. In this section we also
display the dependence of the top EDM on the phases and
mixings. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV. Deductions of
the mass matrices used in Sec. IIare given in the Appendix.

is given
tb
i ¼

The first and second loops of Fig. 1produce EDM of the
top quark through the interaction of the W boson with the
top and bottom quarks and the vector multiplet quarks. The
relevant part of Lagrangian that generates this contribution
is given by
XX
g
b
L CC ¼  pﬃﬃﬃ Wþ
tj  ½Dt
L1j DL1i PL
2
i j
(1)

where i, j run over the set of quarks and mirror quarks
including those from the third generation and from the
vector multiplet, t1 is the physical top quark, and Dt;b
L;R
are the diagonalizing matrices defined in the Appendix.
These matrices contain phases, and these phases generate
the EDM of the top quark. Using the above interaction, we
get from first and second loops of Fig. 1, the contribution
 m2
2 
X
1
bi mt1
tb
d1ðfirstÞ
ðWÞ ¼ 
m
Imð
ÞI
;
;
t
b
1
i
i
2
2 M2
482 MW
MW
W
i
 m2
2 
X
1
bi mt1
tb
ðWÞ
¼

m
Imð
ÞI
;
:
d1ðsecondÞ
t
bi
2
i
2
2
2
162 MW
MW
MW
i
(2)

I1 ðr1 ; r2 Þ ¼

(3)

Z1

dx

0

Z1
0

dx

ð4 þ r1  r2 Þx  4x2
;
1 þ ðr1  r2  1Þx þ r2 x2
3  5x þ ð2 þ r1  2r2 Þx2 þ ð3 þ r2 Þx3
:
1 þ ðr1  r2  1Þx þ r2 x2
(4)

While our analysis is quite general we will limit ourselves
for simplicity to the case where there is mixing between the
third generation and the mirror part of the vector multiplet.
The inclusion of the nonmirror part is essentially trivial as
it corresponds to an extension of the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa matrix from a 3  3 to a 4  4 matrix in the
standard model sector and similar straightforward extensions in the supersymmetric (susy) sector. In the rest of the
analysis we will focus just on the mixings with the mirrors
which is rather nontrivial. In fact, we work out, we believe,
for the first time the interactions of the quarks-mirrors with
the charginos, neutralinos and gluinos which are then
utilized in the analysis of Figs. 2.
Next we consider the third loop of Fig. 1 which produces
the EDM of the top quark through the interaction with the
Z boson. The relevant part of Lagrangian that generates
this contribution is given by
L NC ¼ Z

2 X
2
X

tj  ½SLji PL þ SRji PR ti ;

(5)

i¼1 j¼1

where
SLji ¼ 

SRji
FIG. 1. One loop contribution to the top electric dipole moment from the exchange of the W boson, the Z boson and from
the exchange of the top and from the exchange of the bottom
quarks and their mirrors.

g2 t b t
D D D Db ;
2 L11 L1i R21 R2i

and I1;2 ðr1 ; r2 Þ are given by

I2 ðr1 ; r2 Þ ¼

II. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT OF
THE TOP QUARK

b
þ Dt
R2j DR2i PR bi þ H:c:

Here

tb
i

g
t
2
t
t
½3Dt
L1j DL1i þ 4sin W ðDL1j DL1i
6 cosW

t
þ Dt
L2j DL2i Þ;
g
t
2
t
t
¼
½3Dt
R2j DR2i þ 4sin W ðDR1j DR1i
6 cosW
t
þ Dt
R2j DR2i Þ:

(6)

Using the above interaction, we get from third loop of
Fig. 1, the contribution

FIG. 2. One loop contribution to the top electric dipole moment from the exchange of the charginos, the neutralinos, the gluino and
from the exchange of the stops and from the exchange of the sbottoms and their mirrors.
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2
X
m2ti m2t1
1
1ðthirdÞ

dt
ðZÞ ¼
mt ImðSL1i SR1i ÞI1 2 ; 2 :
242 MZ2 i¼1 i
MZ MZ

I3 ðr1 ; r2 Þ ¼

(7)
The first and the second loops of Fig. 2, produce EDM of
the top through the interaction with the charginos. The
relevant part of Lagrangian that generates this contribution
is given by
Ltb
~ þ ¼

2 X
2 X
4
X

tk ½Lkji PL þ Rkji PR 

k¼1 i¼1 j¼1

~ þ i b~j þ H:c:


I4 ðr1 ; r2 Þ ¼

Z1
0

Z1
0

dx

x  x2
;
1 þ ðr1  r2  1Þx þ r2 x2

x2
dx
:
1 þ ðr1  r2  1Þx þ r2 x2

(13)

We note that the limits of I3 ðr1 ; r2 Þ and I4 ðr1 ; r2 Þ for r2  0
are the well known form factors Bðr1 Þ and Aðr1 Þ in the
case of light leptons and quarks [33].
The third loop of Fig. 2 produces EDM of the top
through the interaction of the neutralinos. The relevant
part of Lagrangian that generates this contribution is given
by

(8)
Lt~t0 ¼

where

4 X
4 X
2
X

tj ½CLjki PL þ CRjki PR 

k¼1 i¼1 j¼1

~ 0 i~tk þ H:c:;


  Dt D
t
 ~b
~b
Lkji ¼ g½Vi2
t R1k 1j  DR2k Vi1 D4j

where

 ~b
þ Dt
R2k B Vi2 D2j ;

Rkji ¼



~b
g½Ui1 Dt
L1k D1j

~b
Dt
L1k b Ui2 D3j

pﬃﬃﬃ
CLjki ¼ 2½

(9)

~b
 Dt
L2k T Ui2 D4j ;
~ b is the diagonalizing matrix of the scalar 4  4
where D
mass matrices for the scalar quarks as defined in the
Appendix. These elements contain CP violating phases
too and can contribute to the EDM of the top. The couplings f are defined as
ðm ; m Þ
ðT ; b Þ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ T b ;
2MW cos

ðm ; m Þ
ðB ; t Þ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ B t :
2MW sin
(10)

Here U and V are the matrices that diagonalize the chargino mass matrix MC so that
þ Þ:
U MC V 1 ¼ diagðmþ
~1 ; m
~2


(11)

Using the above interaction, we get from the first and the
second loops of Fig. 2 the contributions
ðþ Þ ¼ 
d2ðfirstÞ
t

1
482

2 X
4 m þ
X
i
i¼1 j¼1

m2b~

CRjki

ðþ Þ ¼ 
d2ðsecondÞ
t

1
162

tj

2
i¼1 j¼1 mb~j

tj

m2 þ

m2t

 I4 2i ; 21 ;
mb~ mb~
j

(15)

t ~ t
ti DL1j D3k

~t
 Ti Dt
L2j D2k :

gmt X4j
;
2mW sin


2 0
g
0 1  2 sin2 
¼ eX1j
þ
X2j
W ;
3
cosW
2 3

2 0
2 gsin2 W 0

X ;
tj ¼ eX1j
3
3 cosW 2j

tj

¼


gmt X4j
:
2mW sin
(16)

Here
Tj

ImðL1ji R1ji Þ

Tj

ImðL1ji R1ji Þ

t ~ t
Ti DL2j D4k

t ~ t
Ti DR2j D2k ;

¼

j

mþi

~t
 ti Dt
R1j D3k

~ t is the diagonalizing matrix of the 4  4 stop
The matrix D
mixed with scalar mirrors mass2 matrix as shown in the
Appendix. The couplings that enter the above equations are
given by


gmT X3j
;
2mW cos


2 0
g
1 2
0
¼  eX1j
þ
X2j
 þ sin2 W ;
3
cosW
2 3

¼

2 0 2 gsin2 W 0
þ
X ;
Tj ¼  eX1j
3
3 cosW 2j
gmT X3j
;
Tj ¼ 
2mW cos

j

2 X
4
X

t ~ t
ti DR1j D1k

~t
þ Ti Dt
R2j D4k 
pﬃﬃﬃ
~t
¼ 2½ ti Dt
L1j D1k 
þ

m2 þ

m2t

 I3 2i ; 21 ;
mb~ mb~
j

(14)

(12)

(17)

where
0 ¼ ðX cos þ X sin Þ;
X1j
1j
W
2j
W

j

0
X2j
¼ ðX1j sinW þ X2j cosW Þ;

where I3;4 ðr1 ; r2 Þ are given by
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and where the matrix X diagonlizes the neutralino mass
matrix so that
X T M~0 X ¼ diagðm0 1 ; m0 2 ; m0 3 ; m0 4 Þ:

d2ðfourthÞ
ð~
gÞ
t

(23)

(19)

Using the above interaction, we get from the third loop of
Fig. 2 the neutralino contributions to the top EDM to be
d2ðthirdÞ
ð0 Þ
t

4 X
4 m 0
1 X
i
¼
ImðCL1ki CR1ki Þ
2
24 i¼1 k¼1 m~2tk



m2 0


I3 2i
m~tk


m2t1
; 2 :
m~tk

(20)

Finally the gluino contribution to the electric dipole
moment of the top comes from the fourth loop of Fig. 2.
The relevant part of Lagrangian that generates this contribution is given by
8 X
3 X
2 X
4
pﬃﬃﬃ X
a j
 Lt~t g~ ¼ 2gs
tn ½KLnm PL
Tjk
a¼1 j;k¼1 n¼1 m¼1

þ KRnm PR ~
ga~tkm þ H:c:;

 m2 2 
4
mg~
g2s X
g~ mt

¼ 2
ImðKL1j KR1j ÞI3 2 ; 21 :
2
9 j¼1 m~tj
m~tj m~tj

(21)

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The mixing matrices between the quarks and the mirrors
are diagonalized using bi-unitary matrices (see the
Appendix). So we parametrize the mixing between t and
T by the angles L , R , L and R , and the mixing between
b and B by the angle L , R , L and R , where


cosL
 sinL eiL
DtL ¼
;
sinL eiL
cosL
(24)


 sin L ei L
cos L
b
;
DL ¼
sin L ei L
cos L
and DtR and DbR can be gotten from DtL and DbL by the
following substitution: DtL ! DtR , L ! R , L ! R ,
and DbL ! DbR , L ! R , L ! R . We note that the
phases L;R arise from the couplings h3 and h5 while the
phases L;R arise from the couplings h4 and h3 through the
relations
R ¼ argðmt h3 þ mT h5 Þ;

where
KLnm ¼

ei

KRnm ¼ e

i

3 =2

3 =2

~t
½Dt
R2n D4m

~t
½Dt
L1n D1m





~t
Dt
R1n D3m ;

~t
Dt
L2n D2m ;

L ¼ argðmt h5  mT h3 Þ;
(22)

where 3 is the phase of the gluino mass. The above
Lagrangian gives a contribution

R

¼ argðmb h3 þ mB h4 Þ;

L

¼ argðmb h4 þ mB h3 Þ:

(25)

For the case of top and bottom masses arising from
Hermitian matrices, i.e., when h5 ¼ h3 and h4 ¼ h3 we

FIG. 3 (color online). Left: An exhibition of the dependence of dt on 3 when tan ¼ 10, mT ¼ 300, jh3 j ¼ 80, jh4 j ¼ 70, mB ¼
~ 1 ¼ 50, m
~ 2 ¼ 100,  ¼ 150, m
~ g ¼ 400, 4 ¼ 0:7, 5 ¼ 0:6, T ¼ 0:7, and B ¼ 0:1.
150, jh5 j ¼ 90, m0 ¼ 100, jA0 j ¼ 150, m
(The six curves correspond to the contributions from the neutralino, W, Z, chargino, total EDM, and gluino. They are shown in
ascending order at 3 ¼ 0). Here and in subsequent figures all masses are in GeV and all angles are in rad. Right: An exhibition of the
~ 1 ¼ 50,
dependence of dt on 4 when tan ¼ 20, mT ¼ 400, jh4 j ¼ 60, mB ¼ 100, jh3 j ¼ 70, jh5 j ¼ 60, m0 ¼ 150, jA0 j ¼ 100, m
~ g ¼ 400, 3 ¼ 0:5, 5 ¼ 0:3, T ¼ 0:1and B ¼ 0:7 (The six curves correspond to the contributions from the
~ 2 ¼ 100,  ¼ 150, m
m
Z, neutralino, W, gluino, chargino, and total EDM. They are shown in ascending order at 4 ¼ 0).
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FIG. 4 (color online). Left: An exhibition of the dependence of dt on T when tan ¼ 15, mT ¼ 350, jh3 j ¼ 85, mB ¼ 150, jh4 j ¼
~ 1 ¼ 50, m
~ 2 ¼ 100,  ¼ 150, m
~ g ¼ 400, 3 ¼ 0:5, 4 ¼ 0:5, 5 ¼ 0:6, and B ¼ 0:4
75, jh5 j ¼ 65, m0 ¼ 200, jA0 j ¼ 200, m
(The six curves correspond to the Z, neutralino, W, total EDM, chargino, and gluino contributions. They are shown in ascending order
at T ¼ 0). Right: An exhibition of the dependence of dt on B when tan ¼ 5, mT ¼ 280, jh3 j ¼ 90, mB ¼ 200, jh4 j ¼ 80, jh5 j ¼
~ 1 ¼ 50, m
~ 2 ¼ 100,  ¼ 150, m
~ g ¼ 400, 3 ¼ 0:5, 4 ¼ 0:4, 5 ¼ 0:5, and T ¼ 1:2 (The six curves
70, m0 ¼ 220, jA0 j ¼ 250, m
correspond to the Z, W, neutralino, chargino, total EDM, and gluino contributions. They are shown in ascending order at B ¼ 0).

have L ¼ R , L ¼ R , L ¼ R ¼  and L ¼ R ¼
. Further, here we have the relation ¼  þ  and thus
the W-exchange and Z-exchange terms in the EDM for the
top vanish. However, more generally the top and the bottom mass matrices are not Hermitian and they generate
nonvanishing contributions to the EDMs. Thus the input
parameters for this sector of the parameter space are mt1 ,
mT , h3 , h5 , mb1 , mB , h4 with h3 , h4 and h5 being complex
masses with the corresponding CP violating phases 3 , 4
and 5 . For the sbottom and stop mass2 matrices we need
~ q,
the extra input parameters of the susy breaking sector, M
~
~
~
~
~
MB , Mb , MQ , Mt , MT , Ab , AT , At , AB , , tan . The
chargino, neutralino and gluino sectors need the extra
~ 1, m
~ 2 and mg~ . We will assume that the only
parameters m
parameters that have phases in the above set are AT , AB , At
and Ab with the corresponding phases given by T , B , t
and b .
To simplify the analysis further we set some of the
phases to zero, i.e., specifically we set t ¼ b ¼ 0.
With this in mind the only contributions to the EDM of
the top quark arises from mixing terms between the scalars
and the mirror scalars, between the fermions—and the
mirror fermions and finally among the mirror scalars themselves. Thus in the absence of the mirror part of the
Lagrangian, the top EDM vanishes and so we can isolate
the role of the CP violating phases in this sector and see the
size of its contribution. The 4  4 mass2 matrices of stops
and sbottoms are diagonalized numerically. Thus the CP
violating phases that would play a role in this analysis are
3 ; 4 ; 5 ;

T;

B:

(26)

To reduce the number of input parameters we assume
~ a ¼ m0 , a ¼ q, B, b, Q, T, t and jAi j ¼ jA0 j, i ¼ T, B,
M
t, b. In the left panel of Fig. 3, we give a numerical analysis

of the top EDM and discuss its variation with the phase 3 .
~ t and D
~ b and as a
We note that 3 enters Dt , Db , D
consequences all diagrams in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 that
contribute to the top EDM have a 3 dependence.
Further, the various diagrams that contribute to the top
EDM may add constructively or destructively as shown in
the Z, W, neutralino and chargino contributions. In the case
of destructive interference, we have large cancellations
reminiscent of the cancellation mechanism for the EDM
of the electron and for the neutron [34,35]. Of course the
desirable larger contributions for the top EDM occur away
from the cancellation regions. In the right panel of Fig. 3,

FIG. 5 (color online). An exhibition of the dependence of dt on
5 when tan ¼ 7, mT ¼ 500, jh3 j ¼ 60, mB ¼ 120, jh4 j ¼ 70,
~ 1 ¼ 50, m
~ 2 ¼ 100,  ¼
jh5 j ¼ 80, m0 ¼ 100, jA0 j ¼ 200, m
~ g ¼ 400, 3 ¼ 0:3, 4 ¼ 0:5, B ¼ :2 and T ¼ :7
150, m
(The six curves correspond to the Z, W, neutralino, chargino,
gluino, and total EDM. They are shown in ascending order at
5 ¼ 0).
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TABLE I. A sample illustration of the various contributions to the electric dipole moment of the top quark. The inputs are tan ¼
~ 1 ¼ 50, m
~ 2 ¼ 100,  ¼ 150, m
~ g ¼ 400, 4 ¼
10, mT ¼ 300, jh3 j ¼ 80, jh4 j ¼ 70, mB ¼ 150, jh5 j ¼ 90, m0 ¼ 100, jA0 j ¼ 150, m
0:7, 5 ¼ 0:6, T ¼ 0:7, and B ¼ 0:1. All masses are in units of GeV and all angles are in radian.
3 (rad)
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

dt ðWÞ ecm
1021

4:73 
7:11  1021
1:69  1020
2:19  1020
2:13  1020

dt ðþ Þ ecm

dt ðZÞ ecm
1021

1020

5:94 
4:84  1022
6:38  1021
1:03  1020
1:16  1020

7:04 
1:02  1019
2:36  1019
2:98  1019
2:87  1019

we study the variation of the different components of dt as
the magnitude of the phase 4 varies. The sparticle masses
and couplings in the bottom sector and thus the top EDM
arising from the exchange of the W and the charginos are
sensitive to 4 and thus only these two contributions to the
top EDM have dependence on this parameter.
The left panel of Fig. 4 exhibits the variation of the
different components of dt on the phase T . We observe
that the components that vary with this phase are the
neutralino and the gluino contributions while the W, Z,
and chargino contributions have no dependence on this
phase. The reason for the above is that T enters the scalar
top mass2 matrix and the EDM arising from W, Z, and
~ t . However, the
chargino exchanges are independent of D
neutralino and the gluino contributions are affected by it. It
is clear that we see here too the cancellation mechanism
working since the components are close to each other with
different signs, so we have the possibility of a destructive
cancellation. In the right panel of Fig. 4, we study the
variation of the different components of dt as the phase
B changes. We note that the only component that varies
with this phase is the chargino component. This is expected
since B enters the scalar bottom mass2 matrix and the
~b
chargino contribution to the EDM is controlled by D
which depends on B while the other contributions are
independent of this phase. In Fig. 5 we study the variation
of the different components of dt as the phase 5 changes.
This phase enters the top quark mass matrix and the scalar
top mass2 matrix and consequently the matrices DtL;R and
~ t . Thus, the contributions to the EDM of the top arising
D
from the W, Z, neutralino, chargino and gluino exchanges
all have a dependence on 5 as exhibited in Fig. 5.
As mentioned in the introduction the top EDM can be
explored in the eþ e ! tt and  ! tt processes [22,30–
32]. Specifically, it is demonstrated that at a linear eþ e
collider (such as the ILC), one can explore the top EDM at
the level of 1019 –1020 ecm.2 Thus the top EDM predicted in the model with extra vector multiplets falls within
the realm of exploration in future collider experiments. In
Table I we give a sample exhibition of the size and the sign
pﬃﬃﬃ
The analysis of [22] indicates that an eþ e collider at s ¼
1
500 GeV with 10 fb of integrated luminosity will be sensitive
to the t  Z electric dipole moment up to 8  1020 ecm.
2

dt ð0 Þ ecm
1022

2:85 
1:21  1020
2:12  1020
2:53  1020
2:37  1020

dt ð~
gÞ ecm
2:98  1019
3:08  1019
3:11  1019
3:07  1019
2:96  1019

of every component to the top quark EDM. The analysis of
Table I and of Fig. 3–5) show that a top EDM as large
1019 ecm can be gotten which falls within reach of the
experiments at the ILC. It would be interesting to explore
also the sensitivity of the LHC experiments to the top
EDM. Finally we note that models of the type discussed
here can produce interesting signatures at the LHC some of
which are discussed in [4,36].
IV. CONCLUSION
As is well known EDMs are probes of new physics
beyond the Standard Model. In this paper we have given
an analysis of the EDM of the top quark in an extended
MSSM model which includes an extra vector like multiplet
containing quarks and mirror quarks and their superpartners which can mix with the third generation. A small
mixings of this type is not excluded by experiment for
the third generation. Such mixings bring in new sources of
CP violation which do not enter in the analysis of the
EDMs of the first two generations. Thus these phases are
typically unconstrained and can be large. The relevant
parts of the MSSM Lagrangian interactions involving mirror quarks, charginos, neutralinos and gluinos have been
worked out, we believe, for the first time in this analysis.
The EDM of the top in computed using these interactions.
The analysis has many one loop diagrams involving the
exchange of the W, the Z as shown in Fig. 1, and also from
loops involving the exchange of the charginos, the neutralinos, the gluino as shown in Fig. 2, each involving also the
exchange of vector multiplets in the loops. It is found that
the analysis of the top EDM is more involved in this case as
compared to the analysis for the light quarks or for the
leptons. This is so because the mass of the external fermion
cannot be ignored relative to the mass of the exchanged
particles in this case, as their masses are comparable.
Because of this, the loop integrals in this case are functions
of more than just one mass ratio. Finally, we have carried
out a numerical analysis of the top EDM in this model. The
analysis shows that with large CP phases arising from the
new sector the top EDM can be as large as 1019 ecm
which can be probed in processes such as eþ e ! tt and
 ! tt in collider experiments. It should be interesting to
also analyze the sensitivity that the LHC can achieve for
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the top EDM. Finally, we note that the contributions of the
chromoelectric dipole moment and of the purely gluonic
dimension six operator were not considered in the current
work. These contributions entail computations of a new set
of diagrams involving external gluon vertices and require a
separate analysis. However, we expect these contributions
to be of similar size as the one computed here.
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superpotential by their component scalar fields. The relevant parts in the superpotential that produce the quark and
mirror quark mass matrices are
W ¼ h1 H11 b~L b~R þ h01 H22~tL ~tR þ h2 H11 T~R T~L þ h02 H22 B~R B~L
þ h3 B~R b~L  h3 T~R~tL þ h4 b~R B~L þ h5~tR T~L :
(A5)
The mass terms for the quarks and their mirrors arise from
the part of the Lagrangian
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APPENDIX: MASS MATRICES FOR QUARKS AND
SQUARKS AND FOR THEIR MIRRORS
In this Appendix we exhibit the mass matrices for the top
quarks, the bottom quarks, the scalar quarks and their
mirrors that enter in the computations of the EDM of the
top. In the deduction of the mass matrices we need the
transformation properties of the quarks and their mirrors.
Thus under SUð3ÞC  SUð2ÞL  Uð1ÞY the quarks transform as follows:



  
1
2
t
q  L  3; 2; ;
tcL  3 ; 1;  ;
bL
6
3
(A1)


1
bcL  3 ; 1; ;
3
while the mirror quarks transform as



 c 
1
2
BL

;
T
;
;
2;


3;
1;

3
Qc 
L
TLc
6
3
(A2)


1
BL  3 ; 1;  :
3
For the Higgs multiplets we have the MSSM Higgs doublets with the SUð3ÞC  SUð2ÞL  Uð1ÞY transformation
properties as follows:


 1 
 1 
1
1
H1
H2
;
H
:
H1 


1;
2;


1;
2;
2
H12
H22
2
2
(A3)
We assume that the mirrors of the vector like generation
escape acquiring mass at the grand unified theory scale and
remain light down to the electroweak scale where the
superpotential of the model for the quark part may be
written in the form
W ¼ ij ½h1 H^ i1 q^ jL b^cL þ h01 H^ j2 q^ iL t^cL þ h2 H^ i1 Q^ cj T^ L

L ¼

(A6)

where c and A stand for generic two-component fermion
and scalar fields. After spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry, (hH11 i ¼ v1 and hH22 i ¼ v2 ), we have
the following set of mass terms written in the 4-spinor
notation for the fermionic sector

 

 h1 v 1


h4
bL


 Lm ¼ bR BR
þ tR T R
h3
h02 v2 BL
 0
 
tL
h1 v 2
h5
þ H:c:

h3 h2 v1 TL
Here the mass matrices are not Hermitian and one needs to
use bi-unitary transformations to diagonalize them. Thus,
we write the linear transformations
 


 


bR
bL
b b1R
b b1L
¼ DR
;
¼ DL
;
(A7)
b2R
b2L
BR
BL
such that
Dby
R



h1 v1
h3


h4
Db ¼ diagðmb1 ; mb2 Þ;
h02 v2 L

and the same holds for the top mass matrix so that
 0

h1 v 2
h5
Dty
Dt ¼ diagðmt1 ; mt2 Þ:
R h
h2 v1 L
3

(A8)

(A9)

Here b1 , b2 are the mass eigenstates and we identify the
bottom quark with the eigenstate 1, i.e., b ¼ b1 , and identify b2 with a heavy mirror eigenstate with a mass in the
hundreds of GeV. Similarly t1 , t2 are the mass eigenstates
for the top quarks, where we identify t1 with the physical
top quark with the lighter mass, and t2 with the heavier
mass eigenstate. By multiplying Eq. (A8) by Dby
L from the
right and by DbR from the left and by multiplying Eq. (A9)
t
by Dty
L from the right and by DR from the left, one can
equate the values of the parameter h3 in both equations and
we can get the following relation between the diagonalizing matrices Db and Dt

þ h02 H^ j2 Q^ ci B^ L  þ h3 ij Q^ ci q^ jL þ h4 b^cL B^ L þ h5 t^cL T^ L :

b
b
mb1 DbR21 Db
L11 þ mb2 DR22 DL12

(A4)
Mixings of the above type can arise via nonrenormalizable
interactions [7]. To get the mass matrices of the quarks and
of the mirror quarks we replace the superfields in the

1 @2 W
c c þ H:c:;
2 @Ai @Aj i j

t
t
¼ ½mt1 DtR21 Dt
L11 þ mt2 DR22 DL12 :

(A10)

Equation (A10) is an important constraint relating Db and
Dt which is used as a check on the numerical analysis.
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Next we consider the mixings of the squarks and the
mirror squarks. We write the superpotential in terms of the
scalar fields of interest as follows

The mass matrix of the squark—mirror squark comes
from three sources, i.e., the F term, the D term, and the
soft susy breaking terms. Using the above superpotential
and after the breaking of the electroweak symmetry we get
for the mass part of the Lagrangian LF and LD the
following set of terms:

W ¼ ij H1i H2j þ ij ½h1 H1i q~jL b~cL þ h01 H2j q~iL~tcL
~ cj T~L þ h0 H j Q
~ ci B~L  þ h3 ij Q
~ ci q~j
þ h2 H1i Q
L
2 2
c
c
þ h4 b~L B~L þ h5~t T~L :
L

(A11)

LF ¼ ðm2B þ jh3 j2 ÞB~R B~R þ ðm2T þ jh3 j2 ÞT~R T~R þ ðm2B þ jh4 j2 ÞB~L B~L þ ðm2T þ jh5 j2 ÞT~L T~L þ ðm2b þ jh4 j2 Þb~R b~R
þ ðm2t þ jh5 j2 Þ~tR~tR þ ðm2b þ jh3 j2 Þb~L b~L þ ðm2t þ jh3 j2 Þ~tL~tL þ fmb  tan b~L b~R  mT  tan T~L T~R
 mt  cot ~tL~tR  mB  cot B~L B~R þ ðmB h3 þ mb h4 ÞB~L b~L þ ðmB h4 þ mb h3 ÞB~R b~R
þ ðmt h5  mT h3 ÞT~L~tL þ ðmT h5  mt h3 ÞT~R~tR þ H:c:g;

(A12)

and
LD ¼ 12m2Z cos2 W cos2 f~tL~tL  b~L b~L þ B~R B~R  T~R T~R g þ 12m2Z sin2 W cos2 f13~tL~tL þ 43~tR~tR
 1b~L b~L  4T~L T~L þ 1B~R B~R þ 1T~R T~R þ 2B~L B~L  2b~R b~R g:
3

3

3

3

3

3

(A13)

Next we add the general set of soft supersymmetry breaking terms to the scalar potential so that
i ~j ~c
~ ci Q
~ ci þ M
~ 2q q~i
~ 2Q Q
~ 2t ~tc
~ 2 ~c ~c
~ 2 ~ ~
~ 2 ~ ~
~c
~iL þ M
Vsoft ¼ M
Lq
L tL þ Mb bL bL þ MB BL BL þ MT T L T L þ ij fh1 Ab H1 q
L bL

~ cj T~L  h0 AB H i Q
~ cj B~L þ H:c:g:
 h01 At H2i q~jL~tcL þ h2 AT H1i Q
2
2

(A14)

From LF;D and by giving the neutral Higgs their vacuum expectation values in Vsoft we can produce the mass2 matrix Mb2~
for the sbottom and the mirror sbottoms in the basis ðb~L ; B~L ; b~R ; B~R Þ. We label the matrix elements of these as ðMb2~Þij ¼ Mij2
where
2
2
~ 2q þ m2b þ jh3 j2  m2Z cos2 ð1  1sin2 W Þ;
~ 2B þ m2B þ jh4 j2 þ 1m2Z cos2 sin2 W ;
M11
¼M
M22
¼M
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
~ 2b þ m2b þ jh4 j2  1m2Z cos2 sin2 W ;
~
M33
¼M
M
¼
M
þ
m
þ
jh
j
þ
m
cos2
ð12  13sin2 W Þ;
3
B
Z
Q
44
3
2 ¼ M2 ¼ m h þ m h ;
M12
B 3
b 4
21
2 ¼ M2 ¼ 0;
M23
32

2 ¼ M2 ¼ m ðA   tan Þ;
M13
b b
31

2 ¼ M2 ¼ m ðA   cot Þ;
M24
B B
42

2 ¼ M2 ¼ 0;
M14
41

(A15)

2 ¼ M2 ¼ m h þ m h :
M34
B 4
b 3
43

2 , M2 , M2 , M2 arise from soft breaking in the sector b
~L , b~R . Similarly the terms M2 , M2 , M2 , M2
Here the terms M11
13
31
33
22
24
42
44
2
2
2
2 , M2 , M2 , M2 , M2 , arise from mixing
~
~
arise from soft breaking in the sector BL , BR . The terms M12 , M21 , M23 , M32
14
41
34
43
between the sbottoms and the mirrors. We assume that all the masses are of the electroweak scale so all the terms enter in
~ by M2~D
~b ¼
the mass2 matrix. We diagonalize this Hermitian mass2 matrix by the unitary transformation D
b
diagðm2b~ ; m2b~ ; m2b~ ; m2b~ Þ. There is a similar mass2 matrix in the stop sector. In the basis ð~tL ; T~L ; ~tR ; T~R Þ we can write the
1
2
3
4
mass2 matrix for the stops and the mirror stops in the form ðM~t2 Þij ¼ m2ij where
~ 2q þ m2t þ jh3 j2 þ m2Z cos2 ð1  2sin2 W Þ;
~ 2T þ m2T þ jh5 j2  2 m2Z cos2 sin2 W ;
m222 ¼ M
m211 ¼ M
2
3
3
2 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
~
~
m44 ¼ MQ þ mT þ jh3 j  mZ cos2 ð12  23sin2 W Þ;
m33 ¼ Mt þ mt þ jh5 j þ 3mZ cos2 sin W ;
(A16)

m212 ¼ m2
21 ¼ mT h3 þ mt h5 ;

m224 ¼ m2
42 ¼ mT ðAT   tan Þ;


m213 ¼ m2
31 ¼ mt ðAt   cot Þ;

m214 ¼ m2
41 ¼ 0;

m223 ¼ m2
32 ¼ 0;


m234 ¼ m2
43 ¼ mT h5  mt h3 :

As in the sbottom—mirror sbottom sector here also the
terms m211 , m213 , m231 , m233 arise from soft breaking in the
sector ~tL , ~tR . Similarly the terms m222 , m224 , m242 , m244 arise
from soft breaking in the sector T~L , T~R . The terms m212 ,
m221 , m223 , m232 , m214 , m241 , m234 , m243 , arise from mixing
between the physical sector and the mirror sector. Again

as in the sbottom- mirror sbottom sector we assume that
all the masses are of the electroweak size so all the terms
enter in the mass2 matrix. This mass2 matrix can be diago~ ty M~2 D
~t ¼
nalized by the unitary transformation D
t
2
2
2
2
diagðm~t1 ; m~t2 ; m~t3 ; m~t4 Þ. The physical bottom and top states
are b  b1 , t  t1 , and the states b2 , t2 are heavy states
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with mostly mirror particle content. The states b~i , ~ti ; i ¼
1–4 are the sbottom and stop states and their mirrors. For
the case of no mixing these limits are as follows:
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The couplings h3 , h4 and h5 can be complex and thus the
matrices DbL;R and DtL;R will have complex elements that

would produce electric dipole moments through their arguments discussed in the text of the paper. Also the trilinear
couplings At;b;B;T could be complex and produce electric
~ b . We
~ t and D
dipole moment through the arguments of D
will assume for simplicity that this is the only part in the
theory that has CP violating phases. Thus the  parameter
is considered real along with the other trilinear couplings in
the theory. The above allows one to automatically satisfy
the constraints from the upper limits on the EDMs of the
electron, the neutron and of Hg and of Thallium.
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